Italy's anti-mafia squad has launched an official investigation into allegations of illegal trafficking and disposal of nuclear waste -as well as clandestine production of plutonium -by managers of the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and the Environment (ENEA).
Scandinavian seals hit by deadly virus
An unknown virus killed more than 2,300 seals around the Scandinavian coast this summer, local scientists reported last week. The death toll, currently about 14% of the population, is likely to rise further, they say.
The virus attacks the seals' respiratory systems. They suffocate in their own mucus, and most die offshore. Virologists from the National Veterinary Institute in Uppsala, Sweden, are trying to identify the virus from samples taken from four dying seals.
Earth scientists aim to gauge US thirst
A US water census -the first in 25 years -could be on its way. The US Geological Survey has set a water audit as one of its decadal goals, noting that the issue will become more important as climate change alters water budgets.
Legislators have taken an initial step
A mystery virus is killing Scandinavia's seals. Koch, a 67-year-old businessman and MIT alumnus, is battling cancer. He has committed $100 million to help build the facility, which should be completed in 2010 at a cost of $280 million. MIT bent its rules for Koch by committing to build the institute before it had the usual 80% of building costs.
Massive volcanic eruption seen on jovian moon
Astronomers have witnessed a spectacular eruption on Io, the fiery moon of Jupiter. NASA's New Horizons probe snapped pictures (right) of a volcanic plume 350 kilometres high -40 times the height of Mount Everest -when the probe passed by Jupiter in February and March on its way to Pluto.
Results from the fly-by were presented at the annual meeting of the American Astronomical Society's Division for Planetary Sciences on 9 October in Florida, and also appear as papers in the 12 October issue of Science.
Scientists were surprised to find that Jupiter's weather was abnormally quiescent. But Io -kneaded by Jupiter's gravity into constant volcanic upheaval -didn't disappoint. Scientists took 39 pictures of the Tvashtar volcano over 8 days, as an orange, sulphur-rich plume rocketed out at speeds up to 700 metres per second.
BEST OF NATURE
Have you ever seen something in Nature -be it a research paper, news story or an editorial -that you thought deserved far more attention that it received? We value your opinion, so we've launched a website, 'Best of Nature', that allows readers to nominate, vote for and discuss content from Nature's past. Visit http://spotlight.nature. com/bestofnature and tell us what we may have missed while compiling the 'History of the Journal Nature', a newly launched website which explores Nature's history back to the very first issue in 1869.
